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'An exhilarating compendium of ways to use chilli in your cooking.' Guardian

'There's so much more to chillies than fiery heat and this book proves it with its collection of
imaginative recipes.' Good Food

"Most people think about chillies in terms of heat and their capacity to blow one's head off. I think about
how they can delicately pep up a pile of silky aubergines, perhaps already spiced with cardamom, cinnamon
and faint dusting of cumin; how dark, tobacco-flavoured chillies can add deep mysterious tones to molten
chocolate, how smoky chillies can add body to slow cooked, unctuous stews and how smoked, sweet peppers
can add a note of earthiness to eggs, grilled flatbreads and sautéed greens."
Thomasina Miers

Chillies can add excitement to the simplest, most frugal ingredients. Chilli Notes is full of recipes that excite
and tantalise, comfort and warm. Forget food that is simply there to knock you for six, this book aims to
seduce the reader with the power of this humble fruit, even those who profess to loathe the slow burn. Chilli
Notes is packed with dishes that you can pull together on a weekday night with ingredients you have lying
around. Without long lists of exotic ingredients to stand in your way, Chilli Notes will show you how the
chilli can be your exotic bedfellow to add a wonderful, unusual note to your home-cooked family food.
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From reader reviews:

Jill Goulet:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students since they are still students or that for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that issue above. Every
person has distinct personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be pushed someone or
something that they don't need do that. You must know how great and important the book Chilli Notes. All
type of book would you see on many sources. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Wendy Ray:

Here thing why this Chilli Notes are different and trusted to be yours. First of all reading a book is good but
it really depends in the content from it which is the content is as scrumptious as food or not. Chilli Notes
giving you information deeper and in different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is no
publication that similar with Chilli Notes. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your current eyes
about the thing this happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you. It is possible to
bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your technique home by train. For anyone who is
having difficulties in bringing the printed book maybe the form of Chilli Notes in e-book can be your option.

Elizabeth Smith:

Spent a free time for you to be fun activity to perform! A lot of people spent their free time with their family,
or their very own friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, likely to beach, or
picnic in the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you want to something
different to fill your current free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book can be option to fill your
free of charge time/ holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of publication that you should
read. If you want to consider look for book, may be the reserve untitled Chilli Notes can be excellent book to
read. May be it can be best activity to you.

Ernest Nunez:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them family or
their friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or playing video
games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity this is look different you can read any book. It is
really fun for you. If you enjoy the book that you just read you can spent all day every day to reading a
guide. The book Chilli Notes it is rather good to read. There are a lot of individuals who recommended this
book. These people were enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have enough space to create this
book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book from your smart phone. The
price is not to fund but this book offers high quality.
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